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The Robot

§  Torso is very slow to raise ( 30 seconds) 

§  Hand is very large making grasping very 
hard in the bins

§  Cannot reach the top level of the shelf

§  Cannot grasp wide or flat objects

§  3 sensors used: Kinect, Tilt laser scanner 
on torso and the base laser scanner

�



Strategy
§  Highest layer not considered
§  Non graspable objects discarded
§  Remaining objects to grasp ordered by number of objects in 
bins and increasing level in the shelf
§  Bins with 3 or more objects left at the end�
�



Shelf Localization
§  Point cloud clustering to find 
legs
§  Triangulate legs and the base 
laser scanner
§ Position and orientation of the 
shelf
§ Remember and updates the 
position of the legs
§ Robust to noise and occlusion
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Definition of waypoints
Knowing the position of the shelf:
§  Define navigation waypoints to 
reach the shelf and the container
§ Position of each bin is known
§  Define perception/manupulation 
waypoints to move the arm in front of 
each bin
§  Only the last step of grasping 
involves some kind of reasoning
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Behavior trees�

§  Easy to develop and test
§  Execute External ROS nodes (C++ or Python)
§  Each module should be standalone (i.e. know when to start 
and report if it has succeeded or not).
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Design of the picking task
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§ If some action fails we put 
the object at the end of the 
list of objects to pick
§  Incrementally added more 
functionalities 
§ Ideal design would be more 
reactive and tolerant to 
failures
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Perception – Main Strategy 
�

§ Object detection and 6DOF pose 
estimation using Simtrack
§ Detection based on SIFT 
descriptors
§ Tracking done with a combination of 
optical flow and synthetic rendering
§ Tolerant to partial occlusion



Perception – Fallback strategy
�

§ Shelf localization to find position of the right bin

§ Cloud built using Kinect and tilt laser scanner 
on the torso

§ Crop the cloud to have points inside the bin 
boundaries

§ Iterative Euclidean clustering to fit the known 
number of object in the bin

§ Bipartite graph matching between the clusters 
and the 3d models of the expected objects
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Grasping
�

§ Pre-grasping (posing the gripper in front of the 
bin using waypoints)

§ Reaching (reach the grasping point, i.e. object 
center)

§ Grasping

§ Prepare to retreat (lift + centering in the bin)

§ Retreat (drive the robot backwards)

§ Drop the object in the container
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Grasping�
§  SIDE-GRASPING:

§  Yaw: allow +- 15 degrees freedom
§  Roll: always 0
§  Pitch: always 0
§  Reaching distance: grasping dictionary based

§  TOP-GRASPING:
§  Yaw: +- 15 degrees freedom
§  Roll: always 0
§  Pitch: 15 – 45 degrees
§  Touching: grasping dictionary based

§  GRASPING DICTIONARY:
§  Objects dimensions
§  Graspable faces
§  Detection methods
§  Top/Side grasping
�



What went wrong in Seattle 
�

§  We did not bring our robot 
§  Most of the time spent on fixing the robot at 

the venue
§  Very little time to calibrate and test our 

solution
§  Lighting condition very different from our 

lab
§  We managed to grasp 3 objects against an 

average of 7 before the competition



Thanks!


